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Over 750 spikes of precipitating electronswith E _• 425 key were observedaboard the
low-altitude polar orbiter Ogo 4 between July 30, 1967,and December 31, 1967. The spikes
may be divided into three distinct populationsdependingon whether they occur at latitudes
below, at, or above the local limit of trapping. These spikes are designatedtype 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Type 3 spikes occur in a narrow latitude band about 3ø wide, centered at
invariant latitude A • 78ø at 1000 MLT (magnetic local time) and 68ø at 2000 MLT. Their
relative frequency of occurrence, intensity, and hardness do not depend significantly on
magnetic local time. Type 3 spikes appear to be associatedwith spikes observed near the
magnetopauseand the neutral sheet. Type 2 spikes also occur in a latitude band about 3ø
wide, centered at about 71ø at 1000 MLT and 67ø at 2200 MLT. Their frequency of occurrence
is highly dependent on magnetic local time, a large maximum occurring near 2300 and very
few events occurring between 0600 and 1200 MLT. Type 2 spikes appear to be related to
island fluxes in the neutral sheet, although they occur on closed field lines and may persist
for many hours. Type I spikes occur in a wider band of latitudes, from about 62ø to 68ø
near midnight and 66ø to 68ø near noon. The local-time dependenceof their frequency of
occurrenceis similar to that of type 2 spikes but lesspronounced.Although they are observed
on closedfield lines, type I spikes do not persist for periods longer than about I hour, and

we concludethat they are producedby strongpitch-anglescatteringfrom the stably trapped
population.The averagespectralindex (assuminga power-lawspectrum) is 3 to 5, and the
medianflux (•425 key) is about 150el cm-' see-• ster-•, althoughtype 2 eventsnearmidnight
tend to be larger and harder. All types tend to be more intense and to occur at lower latitudes
when Kp is large.

We will discussphenomenaknown as 'electron spikes' or 'particle spikes.' These spikes
are defined as brief, rapid increasesin counting rate as observedby a particle detector, in

tween these various events because of the small

probabilityof havingseveralspacecraft
properly
positioned and aligned at the time an event
occurs.One such identificationhas apparently

this instance aboard a low-altitude polarbeenmadeby Honeset al. [1971],whoobserved
orbiting spacecraft. Numerous experimenters a spike simultaneouslyat 1, 6.6, and 18.

have observedspikesof electronsat high latitudes, ranging in energy from 0.7 [Ho#rnan
and Evans, 19'68; Hoffman, 1969] to above
500 kev [Andersonet al., 1968; McCoy, 1969].
In addition, electron 'islands' having similar
characteristicshave been reported in the geomagnetictail [Montgomeryet al., 1965; Anderson, 1965; Murayama and Simpson, 19'68;
Retzler and Simpson,1969], in the vicinity of
the bow shock [Frank and Van Allen, 1964;
Andersonet al., 1965], and near the equatorial
plane at moderatedistances(5-10 Rs) [Frank,
1965; Rosen,19'65;Arnoldy and Chan, 1969].
It is difficult to make definite connections beAlfred
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Spikeobservations
at low altitudesby polarorbiting spacecraftoffer the advantageof frequent samplingof field lines where spikesare
usually seen. This advantage makes possible
statistical

studies of the distribution

and be-

havior of these events,which are necessaryto
determine the effect of spikes on the energy
budget and particle populations within the
magnetosphereand their relationshipsto other
processes.
The purposeof this paper is to present such a statistical study in which the
effectsof relevant physicalparametersare representedwith sufficientaccuracy to be a useful
basis for further

theoretical

calculations.

It should be emphasizedthat the present
results representevents with electronenergies
Eo _• 425. key. There seemsto be very little
correlationbetweenspikesin this energyrange

Fellow.
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ana those observed by Ho,f•man and Evans
[1968] in the energy range 0.7 _• E6 _• 24 key.
Likewise, the phenomenaobservedhere differ
significantly from those reported by McDiarmid and Burrows [1965] for E6 _• 40 key.
However, at least part of our observations
may be related to those of Fritz and Gurnett
[1965] for E• •_ 10 key. We will examine the
relationships among these observations,especially with respect to various possiblesource
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DESCRIPTION O,F EXPERIMENT

The Ogo 4 spacecraft was launched into a
low-altitude polar orbit on July 28, 1967.
Initial orbit parameterswere' apogee908 km,
perigee412 km, inclination 86ø, period 98 min.
The spacecraftwas oriented so that the University of Chicago/CaliforniaInstitute of Technology vertical particle telescope (experiment
D-08) faced radially away from the earth.
The experiment also included a horizontal detector

that

that

was

insensitive

to

/ I• / •
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electrons
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Fig. 1. Ogo 4 vertical particle telescope cross
section. Not shown is a magnesium wall that
covers the inner side of the scintillator.

The

D•

anticoincidence scintillator is surrounded by 138
mg/cm• of magnesium. D• and D• both have
depletion depths of 56 mg/cm2.

will not be discussed here.

A cross section of the vertical telescopeis
shown in Figure 1. The detector system is described in detail by Evans et al. [1970]. The
opening half-angle of 30ø, combined with lhe
radial orientation of the symmetry axis, ensuresthat the telescopeis respondingprimarily
to precipitating particles at invariant latitudes

for each analyzed event to indicate whether or
not D•. was triggered in coincidencewith D•.
Because

of

the

electronic

thresholds

of

the

detectors(425 key for D• and 250 key for D•.),
electronsthat leave enoughenergy in D• to be
detected cannot reach D•., and electronsthat
leave enoughenergy in D•. to be detectedwill
A • 45ø. Mirroringparticleswill be detected not have left enoughin D•. Therefore there is a
at these latitudes only if they scatter from very low probability that electrons cause any
the telescopewall.
D•D• true coincidences,and we know we are
Table I indicatesthe responseof the telescope observingmostly electronswheneverthe D2D3
to various particle types. The upper cutoff rateis largeascompared
with the D•D2D• rate.
energiesin eachinstanceare setby the anticoinci- Pulse-height data have been used in several
dence scintillator

D3. The rates indicated in

instances to confirm these conclusions.

The basic data used in the present work are
Table I are monitored,and the particle energy
lossin D• is pulse-heightanalyzedfor eachevent plots of the D• rate averaged over 1.44-sec
satisfyingthe D•D3 requirement.A flag is set intervalsand the D,D•, D•D•, and D,D•D•
TABLE 1.

Detector Response

A fl• (max.),

Detector(s)
DiDs

p, Mev

a, Mev

e*, Mev

cm 2 ster

cm •' ster

1.22-39.2

4.88-157

0.45-1.8

1.05-1.18

0.08

D•D•

9.32-39.2

37.3-157

0.7-4

1.50-1.56

0.36

DxD •.D3

9.32-39.2

37.3-157

1.05-1.18

0

__

D3

•9.3

•37

* Electron energiesat which Aft. • 0.5 A fl. (max.).

•0.5
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rates averagedover approximately15-secintervals. These data and the descriptivetext [Evans
et al., 1970] will be submitted to the National
SpaceScienceData Center.

contribution from pile-up effectswhen that rate

is largerthan,--,100 sec-•. SinceDs is unaffected

by pileup, the D•Ds countrate (corrected
for
dead time) can be relied on at all reasonable
count

rates.

SPECTRALt{ESPONSE
DESCRIPTION

AND

CLASSIFICATION OF SPIKES

A simulation of the detector system was
exposedto electronsfrom a /? source.Mono-

Particle spikesare generally definedby their
energeticelectronswere selectedby meansof a appearanceas narrow peaksin plots of counting
magneticspectrometer.
The true flux of particles rate versustime (or someother parameter,such
at each energy was measuredby using a thick as invariant latitude, that varies smoothlywith
total-E detector. The outputs of the telescope time). It is impossibleto determine,whenlooking
detectorswere pulse-heightanalyzed, and the at an individual spike, whether the rapid variadetectionefficiencywasdeterminedas a function tion is a spatial or a temporal phenomenon.
of discriminator threshold. The detection effiObservedon a low-altitude polar-orbitingspaceciencyfor discriminatorthresholdsof 425 key craft, spikes generally have 'widths' of a few
for D• and 250 kev for Ds, multiplied by the seconds,correspondingto a few tenths of a
geometrical
factorsfor D•D• and D•D•, give degree in latitude. High time-resolution ion
effective geometricalfactors as functions of chamber data [McCoy, 1969; M. J. George,
energy[Lupronand Stone,1972].We determined personalcommunication,1970] indicate typical

that approximately
50% of the D•Ds responsewidths

of 0.25 ø to 2 ø in invariant

latitude or of

to an isotropicflux is due to electronsscattered about 5 to 40 sec in universal time. Thus our
from the magnesiumwall of the telescopebut averagingtime of 15 secin the count-rateplots
that only approximately
20% of the DaDs may obscuresomeof the smaller,narrowerspikes.
For this reasonthe Ds rate plot (with shorter
responsearisesfrom this source.
These functionswere approximatedby piece- averagingtime) occasionallyshowsspikesthat
wisepower-lawfits over variousenergyintervals are not visible in the D•D• or D•D• rates.
We have observed a few spikes for which
and were folded with various assumedpower-law
energyspectrato obtain expectedcountingrates higher data rates were available. Becauseof the
in each detector as functions of the incident
increaseby a factor of 8 in bit rate, pulse-height
electronspectrum.The sameprocesswascarried data from these events could be examined with
out for variousassumedexponentialspectraby reasonablecounting statisticsby using a 2-sec
usingexponentialfits to the effectivegeometrical time resolution. Four events thus examined had
factors.By usingthesecomputations
it is possible widths (FWHM) of about 6, 8, 10, and 40 sec,
to obtain a limited amount of spectralinforma- as indicatedby the electronchannelsof the D•
pulse-heightanalyzer. (Owingto the largestatistionfromtheratioD,D•/D•D•.
Preliminary calculationsusing the resultsof tical fluctuations in the electron energy loss
Fan et al. [1966] indicatedthat pile up in D• process,pulse-heightdata from this experiment
L•information•
for
might be important for someof the largestspikes yield only minimal spectral
encountered.The pulsepile-upeffectis important electrons. However, pulse-height information
only for electronsin D•, wherethe thresholdis doesprovide positive identificationof electrons.)
set electronically. The Ds threshold is set Figure 2 showstwo of these events. Notice that
primarily by the requirementthat the particle the Ds rate does not track exactly with the
D• and Ds have
have sufficientrange to penetrate D• and the D•Ds rate, probablybecause
aluminum absorber and still leave 250 kev in Ds.
different energy and angular responsecharac-

Thusthe D2D• countingrate cannotbe dueto

teristics.

Disagreementbetween McDiarmid and Burrows [1965] and McCoy [1969] about the
A-MLT occurrenceof spikes and the observation by McCoy [1969] that the local-time
dependence for spikes occurring above the
the D•Ds count rate includesa significant trapping boundary is different from that for

the pile up of lower-energy(• 600 kev) electrons.
To estimate the size of the pile-up effect, we
performed Monte Carlo calculations of the
responseof D• to variousinput fluxes.The result
of the calculationwas,asone would expect,that
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Fi•. 2. Real-timedata from revolutions
25?$and 2850,showin•largespikes.D• da•a
includeonly the eventsthat pulse-height
analysis
showsto be electrons.
The eventsshown
occurredat 0120 and 0125 MLT and had widths (FWHM)

oœ6 and 10 sec. Neither of these

eventsis includedin the rest of the data presented.(a) Revolution2878,February8, 1968,
0120MLT. (b) Revolution 2880,February 9, 1968,0125MLT.

thosebelowsuggest
that theremay be severa! trappingboundarywas determined
from the
distinctpopulations
of spikesand that each D8 rate, sincethis rate had a finerresolution
shouldbe examinedseparately.We divided and thususuallyshowed
the mostdetail.The
the spikeswe observed
into threetypes,ac- boundarywas definedas the point at which
cordingto whetherthey occurbelow,at, or the D8 rate reachedthe polar plateaulevel
abovethe outer-zone
boundarydetermined
for if therewasno spikeobscuring
that point.If
eachpass.ThesetypeswiI1be referredto as a spikewasoverlapping
the pointwherethe
type 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
In addition, boundary
seemed
to be, that spikewasdes]ga subdivision
wasmadeof the type 2 spikes natedtype 2. Sincethismethodrequires
visual
on the basisof their appearance
on the rate inspection
and somesubjective
decision,
there
plots.Someof the spikesshowa very sharp is someambiguity
in severa!
instances,
andit
boundaryon the polewardside, and these is possible
that a few of the spikeshavebeen
spikesare designated
as type 2A. Spikesof assigned
to the wrongpopulation.This amthis type wereobserved
only at the trapping biguityhasnot caused
any obvious
difficulties,
boundary.Examplesof eachtype are shown but it shouldbe remembered
whenexamining
in Figure3. Unlessspecified
otherwise,
refer- the results,especiallynear local midnight,
encesto type2 spikesdo not includetype 2A. wherethere is considerable
overlap.
The location of a spike relative to the
McCoy [1969] has observedthat, although
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Fig. 3. Examples
of Ogo4 d•t• plotsfromsouthpolarp•ssesshowing
spikesof e•chtype.
Noticethat the DtD2D3rateis muchsmMler
th•n the D2D3ratefor e•chspike,the l•rgedisp•rity indicatingelectrons.
(a) Revolution
934, d•y 273, September
30, 1967.(b) Revolution
1979• d•y 344, December 10, 1967.

most spikesdo not recur on successive
passes,
in some instancesa spike may be observed
twice at a pair of nearly conjugatepoints,and
in a few rare instances
the 'same'spikemay
be present and detectable for several hours.

We confirmthis observation.In fact, on two
occasions
we observedwhat appear to be related seriesof events lasting over 11 hours,
and we observedseveral groups of shorter
duration. All of the larger groups occurred
between 2200 and 0100 MLT

and within 1ø

curacyof the valuesusedthroughout
thispaper.
Errors of this magnitudearise from the field
model [Jensenand Cain, 1962] used to cal-

culateL and the 6- to 10-secresolution(about
0.30-0.6ø) associatedwith readingspike times
from data plots.
DATA

We examined all the data available from

revolution24 (July 30, 19'67)to revolution2293

of the outer-zoneboundary.Someof the smaller (December31, 1967). Duringthis periodthe
groups, having observable lifetimes of about experimentwas turned on about 50% of the
2 hours, occurrednearer the dawn-duskmerid- time. Owingto the locationof groundstations,

ian. The development
of oneof the largegroups we lack (tape-recorded)play-back data for
many passesat latitudeswherespikesusually
seem to indicate that the time scales associated occur.We are thus left with approximately
with spikesare of the order of minutes to sev- 2400passes
(maximumof fourpasses
per orbit)
eral hours and that the rapid rise and fall through the spike region,i.e., invariant laticharacteristic
of a spikeobserved
duringa given tudes60ø _<A _<78ø, for whichwe haveuseful
pass represents a purely spatial effect. Paramdata.All localtimeshavebeensampled
without
eters associated with these observations are
any obviousbias, and so it is temptingto
listed in Table 2. The A values listed in this assumethat the data representuniform covertable have a standarddeviationof nearly 1ø age of all local times. We will make this asis illustrated in Figure 4. This behavior would

which indicatesapproximatelythe limit of ac-

sumption for the moment, but a detailed
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Fig. 4. Developmentof a long-lasting
eventof September
22 to 23, 19'67.The arrowsindicate the position of the spike. Data for revolutions826 and 835 showno spike, so we assume

that thesedata representthe completehistoryof the event.The sharpcutoffon the poleward
side from revolution 828 to revolution 833 is characteristic of type 2A spikes. Notice the more

gradualblendinginto the polar rate in revolutions827 and 834. Invariant latitude is indicated
for revolution827 only. SeeTable 2 for detailsof eachspik•.

discussion
of the coverageproblemwill be presented in a later

section.

comparativelyfew events between 06,00 and
1200, whereasthere is a large maximum be-

The data to be presentedhere represent774 tween 2200 and 0400. Notice also that there are
spike observations,of which about 50 to 100 very few events.that seemto be on open field
probably are multiple observationsof a smaller lines and that the events cluster about the
number of long-lastingevents. Figure 5 shows trapping limit.
Figure 6 showsthe same data mapped along
all of the spikes plotted in coordinatesof invariant latitude (A) versusmagneticlocal time field lines into the equatorial plane. The
(MLT). (Invariant latitude is defined as cos mapping used is that of Fairfield [1968]. InA = (l/L) •/•, with L calculatedfrom the Jen- cluded for later discussionare regions where
other investigatorshave observed spikes.
sen and Cain 1960 [Jensen and Cain, 1962]
The first step in analyzing the data was
field.SeeFritz and Gurneti [1965] for a definition of magneticlocal time, but note that the to take a detailed look at the A-MLT devectorproductsin the denominator
of their pendencefor eachpopulation.In doingsoit was
equation
should
be eros
s products.)
Noticethe found that, although some very interesting
significant local-time asymmetry: there are patterns emerged,there was still a large amount
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TABLE 2. Parameters Associatedwith the

Persistent
Spike
Shown
inFigure
4
__

Rev.

UT*

827N
827S
828N
828S
829N
829S
830N
830S
831N
831S
832N
832S
833N
833S
834N
834S

spikes
in eachbin,andit became
apparent
__

A

MLT

D•D•t

D2D•t

1910.3
1946.0
2048.3
2126.0
2226.4
2305.7
0004.8
0045.3
0143.4
0224.0
0323.0
0402.6
0502.2

67.0
65.2
67.3
67.2
67.9
67.1
68.3
67.3
69.3
66.7
68.0
67.2
67.8

1.1
0.8
1.6
0.2
2.1
23.7
2.3
23.6
2.1
0.0
1.4
0.8
0.7

67
97
16
250

107
98
250
250

250

320

0719.0

68.5

3.0

490

620

390
24
400

620
75
500

8

Plots were then made of A versusKp for the

14

* Hours, minutes, tenths.
t Counting rates, countsper second.

that a significanteffect was indeed present.
One suchplot is shownin Figure 7. Sincethe
data were broken down into so many bins,
statisticsbecame poor and justified nothing
more than a straight-linefit to the A-Kp dependence in each bin. A linear regression
analysis was performed on the data in each

bin, and the resultsare shownin Table 3. By
usingthese resultswith somesmoothing,it is
possibleto definea new latitude, A', which is
the latitude of occurrence
of a spikecorrected
to Kp

--

O. This new latitude reduced the

scatter at a fixed magneticlocal time but only
by about 10% to 30%.
Plots of A' versusmagneticlocal time are
shown in Figure 8. Several observationscan

be made about these plots. First, it seems
reasonable
to assume
that the strongdependence
of A' on MLT for type 3 spikesis due to the

of scatter
in the data.It wasthought
that distortion
of theoutermagnetosphere.
Second,
someof the variation
in latitudeat a given it canbeseen
thatthehighrateof occurrence
localtimemightbe relatedto geomagnetic
of spikes
nearlocalmidnight
is dueprimarily
activity.
TOcheck
thisassumption,
spikes
of to type2 spikes,
especially
those
of type2A.
eachtypeweregrouped
intolocal-time
bins Notice
thepronounced
clustering
ofthetype2A
such
thatthevariation
ofA withMLT within spikes
nearlocalmidnight.
eachbinwasno largerthanthescatter
in A.
In an attemptto determine
whetherthe
1200
MLT

1800

0600

2400

.,-

remaining scatter in A' could be attributed to
any systematiceffect,the local-timevariations,
representedby Fourier-seriesfits to the data
in Figure 8, were subtracted.The resulting
quantity was plotted against universal time
and against the angle between the earth's
dipole axis and the earth-sun line. No dependence was found in either instance. This
lack of dependenceleads us to suspectthat

the remainingscatteris due to (1) inaccuracy
in the model of the internal field [Jensenand
Cain, 1962] used to generatethe original A
values, (2) mislabellingof someof the spikes,
(3) errors of a few secondsin reading times
from data plots, (4) neglect of the external
field in calculatingA, or (5) true spatialfluctuations in the processthat produces the

Fig.5. Latitude-local-time
plot of all spike spikes.
Sincethisremaining
scatteris largeas
observations.
Notice the relativescarcityof events

comparedwith the reductionin scatter achieved

between
0600and 1200MLT andthe clustering by extrapolating
to 0 Kp, the remainder
of the

of events
near
the average
trapping
boundary.discussion
will not include
thiscorrection.
are those of McDiarmid
and Burrows

Boundaries

[1968],determined
from 35-keyelectrondata.

Thedistributions
oftheintensities
andspectral

Dashedline, limit of closedfield lines; solidline,

hardnesses
of the spikesare of interest for corn-

limitofstable
trapping.

parisonwith possible
production
mechanisms.
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MAGNETICLOCALTI•E ANDKp DErENDENCE

To obtain the correct dependenceof spike
occurrence on parameters such as magnetic
local time and Kp, it is necessaryto correct

the observationsfor nonuniformsampling.It
is commonpractice, when treating data of this
kind from a polar orbiter, to make a cursory
check to see that

all local times

have

been

sampled more or less uniformly and then to
assume that the coverage is indeed uniform
and random. This proceduremay concealsome
peculiarity in the orbit or accidental correlations between orbit parametersand telemetry
coverage.
D

Fig. 6. Data from Figure 5 mapped along field
lines into the magnetic equatorial plane using the
results of Fairfield [1968]. Points with tick marks
attached were outside the range of the mapping
and probably should be moved in the direction
indicated by the ticks. Regions where other experimenters have observed 'island fluxes' of electrons far from the earth are included for comparison: A, Frank and Van Allen [1964]; B, Anderson
et al. [1'965]; C, Rosen [1965]; D, Montgomery

To investigatethese possibilitiesand to correct for them, we employedthe followingprocedure (similar to that used by Fritz and Gurnet• [1965]). Data plots were examined to
determine

times

for which

usable data

were

available and processed,regardlessof whether
or not spikes were present. Then spacecraft
attitude-orbit data for these times only and for
A • 55ø were selectedfor further processing.
The orbit sections thus selected were examined

in detail, and their distributionsin A-MLT-Kp

et al. [1965]. Tick marks on axis lines are at --+-_10
R•. Local-time
orientation
is the same as in

Figure 5.

The peakcounting
ratesD•D• and D•.D•, corrected for background, have been determined
for each spike. Owing to the 15-secaveraging,
theserateswill be underestimatesof the true peak
values for narrow spikesbut will be good estimates for the average flux. We find that the
type 2A spikesseemto be much harder spectrally
than the others. The type 3 spikes may be
slightly softer on the average than either the
type i or the type 2 spikes.
It is not surprisingto find that larger events
tend to occur during magnetically disturbed
periods. There is a slight correlation between

the D•D• rateandKp value,but plotsof D• D•/
D•)• againstKp indicateno significant
del•end-

7O

65

6O
0

I

I

I

I

I

I

œ

5

4

5

Kp

ence, except for a slight positive correlation

probablydueto the pile-upeffectin the
rate.

Finally, Figure 9 showsthe number distribution of spike intensities. The levelling off at
small values of D•D• is probably due in part
to the difficulty of detecting small spikes and
should not be consideredsignificant.

6

Fig. ?. Sample plot of A versus Kp for a
limited range of magnetic local time (0000-0400),
showing the tendency for spikes (type 2A) to
occur at lower latitudes during magnetically disturbed times. Straight line, a least-squaresfit to

the points shown; horizontal bars, the points included in the means; vertical bars, the standard
deviations

of the means.
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TABLE 3. Results of RegressionAnalysis: Linear
Fit of A versusKp in Various Intervals of Magnetic

Slope

in solar activity, can be made if we assumean
E -•.5 differentialenergyspectrumto map their
flux thresholdfor Ee •_ 10 kev (j _• 2.5 X 107el
cm-'- sec-• ster-•) to our energy threshold.The
corresponding
flux for E• _• 425 kev would be

MLT

Spikes

(A)

(dA/dKp)

approximately 2.1 X 10• el cm-•' sec-• ster%

I
I

0000-0400
0400-0900

44
15

65.0
64.2

+0.03 4-0.26
+0.094-0.27

I
I
I

0900-1600
1600-2100
2100-2400

'22
40
38

66.8
64.3
65.3

-0.484-0.22
-0.924-0.27
-0.974-0.19

Local Time
Number

of

Type

2
2
2
2
2

0000-0400
0400-0800
0800-1500
1500-1900
1900-2400

88
31
27
89

67.3
68.6
69.5
67.8
66.4

-0.394-0.12
- 0.83 4- 0.18
-0.234-0.23
-0.814-0.17
- 0.61 4- 0.12

2A
2A
2A

0000-0400
0400-1900
1900-2400

54
13
68

66.8
68.4
66.2

--0.654-0.14
-0.824-0.42
--0.684-0.15

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0000-0400
0400-0700
0700-0900
0900-1100
1100-1300
1300-1700
1700-2400

30
32
16
12
14
57
25

68.1
70.3
73.4
75.9
74.0
70.6
68.3

-0.114-0.29
-0.074-0.29
-0.624-0.32
-0.494-0.37
-1.064-0.43
-0.904-0.28
-0.554-0.33
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and the corresponding
D•)• countingrate is
about 140 sec-•. About 15% of our spikes(aver-

age of all types) have rates larger than this
value (compareFigure 9), so we shouldmultiply
the normalized occurrence scale in Figure 10

by 0.15 to make the comparison.
This calculation
gives about a 5% peak occurrenceprobability
near local midnight, which compareswell with
the value of---4% reported by those authors.
We also get qualitative agreementwith their
latitude and Kp dependences.Although the
absolute numbers depend strongly on the
assumedspectrum,this procedureshowsthat
it is not unreasonableto assumethat the spikes
we observeat energiesabove425 kev are simply
manifestationsof the high-energytails of large
events observedat much lower energies.

The normalizeddependenceof spike occurrence on Kp is shownin Figure 11. Here the
correctionfor nonuniformsamplingis evenmore
important, since there are very few passesat
spacewerecomputed,
summarized,
and usedto high Kp. As might be expected,spikes are
observedmore frequentlyat times of high Kp,
normalizethe spike occurrences.
the
exceptionbeing spikesof type 2A, which
Figure 10 showsthe distributionin magnetic
local time of the occurrences
of spikesof various appear to showthe oppositebehavior.
types. The comparisonbetweenthe raw number
DIS½tlSSlON
of occurrencesand the normalized data gives
someindicationof the importanceof the normalization. For instance, it indicates that the

apparent local maximum in the occurrenceof
type 3 spikesnear0500 MLT is an effectof nonuniform coverage.This finding, combinedwith
the possibilityof a few misidentifiedspikesat
other local times, indicatesthat the local-time
dependence
of type 3 spikesis not significantly

The most striking feature of the data presentedhere is that the spikescan be grouped
into several distinct populationswith widely
different characteristics.This grouping emphasizesthe organizingpower of variousphysical
parameters,allowingmore reliableand accurate
descriptionsof the phenomenaand possible
source mechanisms.

We assume that

there

are

only three possiblesourcesfor spikesobserved
at low altitudes: (1) local accelerationon lines
dawn hemisphere.The peak near 1300 MLT
may be related to the positionof the neutral of force connectedto the regionof observation,
point, as will be discussed
below. The over-all (2) scatteringfrom the stably trapped populalocal-timebehavioris similar to that obtainedby tion, and (3) transport from variousregionsof
Fritz and Gurnett[1965]for electronswith Ee •_ the outer magnetosphere,
possiblyaccompanied
10 kev. The absolute numbers are not directly by acceleration.These sourceswill be discussed
comparable,however, owing to the difference in relation to eachspiketype.
in energy thresholdsand the differencein the
Type 1 spikes have several characteristics
threshold intensity for a spike to be counted. that point to their most likely source: (1) by
A rough comparison,neglectingthe difference definition, they occur at latitudes below the
different

from

a uniform

distribution

in the
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trapping limit, and thus they are on closedfield
lines and able to exhibit trapped or pseudotrapped behavior; (2) they are not observedto
persiston successive
orbits,this findingindicating lifetimes less than about 100 min; and (3)
their intensitiesare not much larger than those
of outer-zonetrapped electrons.These observations are consistent with local acceleration

or

pitch-angle scattering from the stably trapped
population into the loss cone.Although we are
not able to distinguishbetween these alternatives on the basis of the data presentedhere,
the secondpossibilityappearsfar more attractive. Strong pitch-anglescatteringis fairly well
understood [Kennel and Petschek, 1966], although the details for impulsive events at the
energieswe observe have not been discussed
explicitly.It is unlikelythat the trapped 425-kev
electronflux is near the point of self-excitation
of the Kennel and Petschekmechanism,but
scattering at this energy might be causedby
interactions with waves generated by lowerenergyparticles.Localaccelerationto relativistic
energieswould seemlesslikely.
Type 3 spikespresenta totally different picture. Their latitude and local-time dependence
strongly suggeststhat they are occurringnear
the 'last' closed field line at every local time.
This suggestion
then wouldmeanthat they occur
on lines that approachthe magnetopauseor the
neutral sheet, dependingon the local time at
the foot. The peak in occurrencejust east of
local noon (see Figure 10) indicates possible
connection to the neutral point, where field
turbulencemight be expectedto be large. Several experimenters(seeFigure 6) have observed
similar impulsivefluxesof high-energyelectrons
both near the magnetopauseand near the neutral sheet,and Meng and Anderson[1970] have
observeda sheet of electrons (•40 kev) near
the magnetopause.
The sourcemechanism(s) for
theseeventshas not beendefinitelyestablished,
but it seemslikely that the low-altitudespikes
of type 3 and the distant fluxesmay be manifestations of the same process.Notice, however, that the mapping of Fairfield [1968, Figure 6] indicates that the precipitating spikes
are associatednot with the magnetopausebut
with the flanks of the magnetosphere.Both a
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Fig. 8. Plots of 'corrected' invariant latitude

(A co•ected to Kp : 0) versus ma•etic local
time. Error bars have the same meaning • in
Figure 7.

The type 2 spikes (and especiallytype 2A)
present an even more interesting picture. The
strongday-night asymmetryand the latitude of
occurrencenear midnight (A • 67ø) indicate
that these events are related to the neutral sheet

and/or the cuspregion.Honesel al. [1971] have
observedan energeticelectronspike simultaneouslyat 1, 6.6, and 18 R• near localmidnight.
better field model and simultaneous observations
This observationconfirmsthe interpretationthat
at low altitudesand near the magnetopause
are neutral-sheetand low-altitudespikesare directly
neededto distinguish
betweenthesepossibilities. related. A likely accelerationmechanismwould
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Fig. 9. Relative number of spikeslarger than

a givenvalue of D•/)3. Circles,type 1; squares,
type 2; plus signs, type 2A; triangles, type 3.

be the merging of field lines in the neutral sheet
and subsequentcollapseof the stretched field
lines into a dipolelike configuration, perhaps
preceded by particle precipitation and field
deflation at L • 4-6. This processhas been
suggestedby Ax/ord [1969] and observedby
McPherron and Coleman [1970] and Lezniak

TYPE

I

local midnight.Examinationof Figure 4 clearly
illustratesibis sharp cutoff and tendencyto
occur conjugately.The spike first appearedat
1910 UT duringihe north polar passof revolution 827. At this time the trapping limit wasat

15 •

lO
05

ob

0

TYPE3

PE 2A-

a higher latitude, but within 50-60 min it had

25
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associated
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number

moved down to the latitude of the spike. The
configuration
of the magnetosphere
then apparently remainedfairly stablefor about 10 hours,
until sometime between0500UT and0720UT,
when the spike disappearedrather abruptly.
This occurrence should not be assumed to be

LOCAL TIME (hours)

Fig. 10. Number of spikes of each types as a
function of magnetic local time. Note that local
midnight is in the center of the time axes, primarily to emphasize the type 2A distribution. Also
included are data normalized for unequal localtime coverage (see section on coverage normalization). Dotted lines, raw counts; solid lines, normalized counts. Error bars refer only to the
statistics
observed.

diffusion.

very accurately the last closed field line near

2O

15

12

spikes observedat 6.6 R• have drifted from an

injectionpoint at localmidnight.Moreover,the
observations
of Honeset al. [1968] indicatethat
the sourceis probablynearerthan 17 R• to the
earth. Parks [1970], however, has attributed
someeventsof this type to strong pitch-angle

The type 2A spikesare of specialinterest,
sincetheir characteristically
sharpcutoffon the
high-latitudesideand their strongtendencyto
occur conjugatelyindicatethat they may define

T

30

and Winckler [1970]. The resultsof Arnoldy
and Chan [1969] seemto indicatethat electron

of

events

a commonone, however,sinceonly two events
of such long duration were observedand since

the scarcityof type 2 eventson the daysideand
the shortlifetimesof type 1 and type 3 spikes
indicatethat stabletrappingof spikeparticles
is uncommon.The resultsof Arnoldy a•d Chan
[1969] indicatethat the decay time at 6.6 R•

is probablyaboutthe sameas the drift period
for electronenergiesof 50 _< E, _< 150 key.
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The vertical particle telescopeon Ogo 4 has
ß
ß
ß
detectednumerousspikesof precipitatingelecThe Editor thanks K. A. Anderson and L. A.
trons with energiesabove425 kev. These spikes Frank for their assistancein evaluating this paper.
occur within a few degreesof the high-latitude
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boundary of the outer zone and have characteristic widths

on the order of 1 ø in latitude.

The

time scalefor buildup and decayof an event is
of the order of several minutes to several hours.
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severalpopulationson the basisof their latitude
with respect to the outer-zone boundary. The
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